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In this note we construct a family of nonconstant polynomials which are 
central nonvanishing when evaluated in #e(Om , J,), m > 3, the notation 
being that of [ 11, and use them to construct nonvanishing central polynomials 
for the quadratic Jordan algebra Z(!Dm , J,), CD a field of arbitrary charac- 
teristic. Since the techniques used are those of [I], familiarity with [l] is 
assumed. 
For m EZ, m 3 3, let 
zq<m 2<i<m. 
x 2<;<m (Xi - %I29 
. 
a polynomial in commuting variables xi ,... , x,+i . Note that 
= @2/(x2 - %n>) 2<Qm (XI - -%hn+1 - Xi) n (Xi - d2Y 
2<ii<i<m 
and 
fb, ,..‘, xnl > $1 = (x2/&2 - %A) n (Xi - %Y. 
1<i<gtZ 
So that if a, ,..., a, E @ then 





Let P,(X, Y1 ,..., Y,) be the polynomial in noncommuting variables obtained 
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fromf as in [I, Sect. 31. P,(X, Yr ,..., Y,,,) is linear in the variables Yi and 
satisfies 
f aieii , eilkl ,..., eimk, = f(ail , aiz ,..., aim, ai,) 
i=l 
where ai E @, eij are matrix units of @, , Sij the Kronecker 8 and the indices 
are read modulo m. Let F,,(X, Y) = Pf(X, Y ,..., Y) E @[X, Y]. 
PROPOSITION. If A E @, and B E Z(Dm , J,,) then F,(A, B) E al. 
Proof. Assume first that A = x6, aieii is diagonal. If B E %(‘1p, , J,) 
then B = Cisj bijeij and bji = y;‘~& . Now 
which by (5) is equal to 
By (4) we may assume the ir’s are distinct so i, may be replaced by a(r), where 
o E S, the group of permutations of m elements. Letting 
4, = b,(l)o(Amo(~) ... b,(m),(1) > (6) 
we have 
F’,(A, B) = c b,f (a,(,) , a,(,) ,..., Q,) , %d %(l)o(~) . 
oes, 
(7) 
Let G, = {CJ E S, I o(l) = Y}. So 
F,,@, B) = 5 c b,f (a,(,) , aoc2) ,..., a,(,) , %)) eTr - 
v=lofG, 
(8) 
As in [I], define 0 ES, by e(i) = a(m + 2 - i), where m + 2 - i is 
read modulo m. Arguing as in [I] we get be = b, . Since m > 3, G(2) = 
o(m) # u(2) and C? # o; also E = u and $1) = u(l). Therefore G,. is the 
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disjoint union of pairs {a, 61, say G, = UOEK7(u, 6). From (3) we see that 
f&%(l) ?‘..Y %hr) 1 G-(l)) = (3%(2)/(%(*) - %h))) n (Xi - 4" 
lQ4gm 
Therefore 
(ai - ai)” err . 
r=l OPK, lQ<I<m 
(9) 
The argument of [l, Theorem 2’1 shows that CocKV b, = CDEK1 6, , 1 < Y < m. 
Thus we have shown that F,(A, B) E @l for all A diagonal, B E &?(Qm , J-,). 
To complete the proof, embed dj,,, in 6’, , 6 the algebraic closure of @, and 
use a Zariski density argument. 
If B = c:, (y&+1 + y. ,+,q+i,) (indices are read modulo m) then 
B E %(cD~~ , 1,) and for 0 E Gr , b, = 0 unless 0 is the identity or its - and 
then b, = yr ... ya, . If A = Cyl, aieii then 
So if @ is infinite the ai’s can be chosen distinct and F,,!(A, B) # 0. If @ is 
finite, arguing as in the proof of [l , Theorem 21 we can find A, B E X(QI,, , J,,) 
with F,,,(A, B) f 0. So we have 
THEOREM. F,,,,(A, B) E @l Vz4, B E Z(CD,,~ , J,) andF,,,(A, B) f 0 for some 
A, B E flt@m 1 I,). 
COROLLARY. There exists a Jordan polynomial G,,,(X, Y) such that 
G,,(A, B) E @I VA, BE #(cD,~, J,) and G,,,(X, I’) is nonvanishing on 
W@m > I,)- 
Proof. Let * be the reversal involution of @[X, Y] the free associative 
algebra in noncommuting variables X, Y (i.e., X* = X, Y* = Y). Then 
G&Y, Y) = F,n(X, Y)Fm(X Y)* E *(@[X J’l, *), 
and hence is a central nonvanishing Jordan polynomial for *(awl , 1,). 
Of course F,(X, Y) + F&X; Y)* is also a central Jordan polynomial for 
%(cD~ , J,,). But like the family constructed in [l] it vanishes when @ is of 
characteristic 2. 
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We conclude by showing that F,,,(X, Y) is not a central polynomial for Qjn . 
It suffices to prove this for @ finite since then F, cannot be central for Z,, 
(reduce modp) and any @, contains either Q,,, or (Z/&Z), . Say 1 @ 1 = 4. 
Consider F the field extension of degree m over @. Let 5 be a primitive 
element of r/Q. If A E Drn is the companion matrix of the minimal polynomial 
of 5 then 3B E Qnl with BAB-1 = A’J and 3U E r,,, with UAW1 = diag(5q0, 
egl,..., 5Qm-l ). Conjugation by B permutes the roots cyclically and hence 
UBU-l must be equal to the permutation matrix xz, eii+r times a 
diagonal matrix (see the proof of [I, Proposition I]), say diag(b, ,..., b,). 
Then 
F,,(A, B) = U-lFm(UAU-l, UBiP)U = diag(c, , c2 ,..., c,,J, 
where 
q. = b,b, ... b,f(eq”-‘, eo’,..., 5qi++: 5@) 
= b,b, . . . b, 54i n 
5@"- 5qs+m-1 o<j<lcsn~-l 
(5Q' - 5Q"). 
, 
We claim the ci’s are distinct, for if ci = cj and i # j, say i <j, then 
,#(5@’ _ @++*) = @‘(@’ _ 5g*+m-1). Hence 5Qi+Qi+m-1 = 5qf+Qi+m-‘e so qm 
&vi&s pi + qj+m-1 _ qj _ pi+“-1 = (4’ - qi)(q”-1 _ 1). Thus 
q?n-i , (qi-i _ 1 )(q”-1 - 1). 
Nowq =p’,paprime,andO <j-i<m- l.Thereforep](pk- l)for 
some k > 0, which is impossible. 
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